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Abstract—Drill string acoustic telemetry is an effective transmission method to retrieve downhole data. Finite-difference simulations produce the comb-filter-like channel response (patterns
of pass bands and stop bands) due to the presence of coupling
joints in the metallic drill string. Practical pipes used for drilling
deep wells have slight variation in length. The selection and
arrangement of downhole pipes is important for improving the
transmission efficiency of extensional waves transmitted through
the drill string. Downhole drill string channel is studied using the
transmission coefficients calculated from the transmission matrix
method, and the resultant transfer function produces identical
results similar to the finite-difference simulations. Reciprocity of
the drill string structure is proved by comparing the pass band
responses using the ascend-only (AO) and descend-only pipe arrangements. Transferred energies calculated up to 180 pipes of
random length at the end of the drill strings using transmission
coefficients for the three different pipe arrangements, namely,
AO, descend-then-ascend, and ascend-then-descend (ATD), are
compared to find the optimal pipe arrangement for single measurement. For the situations when pipes are distributed in sets,
multiple measurements are required. In this paper, two sets of
AO and two sets of ATD arrangements are analyzed for multiple
measurements. ATD and nxATD arrangements are proposed as
optimal pipe arrangements to produce the best possible telemetry
performance in terms of optimal acoustic energy transfer via
one- and two-way acoustic communication for single and multiple
measurements, respectively.
Index Terms—Acoustic telemetry, comb-filter response, drill
string, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm, pipe periodicity, reciprocity principle, transfer matrix.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

EEP subterranean wells are typically drilled using drill
strings assembled by pipe elements, which are approximately 10 m long, using heavy threaded tool joints. Communication of information to the surface from downhole sensors of
parameters such as pressure, temperature, drilling direction, or
formation is desirable. The operator can use this information for
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navigational purposes, to control the drill bit torque, or to abort
the mission, if necessary. Obtaining this capability translates
to increased efficiency and substantial reductions in operating
cost. Various methods of communicating that have been tried
with varying degrees of success include electromagnetic radiation through the ground formation [1], electrical transmission
through an insulated cable [2], laser communication through
a fiber optic cable [3], pressure pulse propagation through the
drilling mud [4], and wave propagation through the metal drill
string [5], [6]. The electronic wire line telemetry system utilizes
the cables to transmit information from downhole to the surface.
It has the advantages of real time, high speed, surface readout,
and surface energy supply. However, wire line telemetry is
prone to failures caused by the abrasive conditions of the mud
and the wear abrasions caused by the rotation of the drill string
[7], [8]. The use of special drill pipe and special tool joint connectors substantially increases the cost of the drilling operation.
So far, mud-pulse telemetry has been the only commercially
successful method. However, attenuation mechanisms in the
mud limit the transmission rate to less than 5 b/s. On the other
hand, due to the strong dependence of electromagnetic wave
propagation properties to the formation’s resistivity profile,
electromagnetic telemetry is not a popular technique and has
very limited applications. Among all, acoustic telemetry is one
of the promising techniques that can achieve a reliable and highrate Logging-While-Drilling (LWD) telemetry [9], [10].
The idea of acoustic wave transmission through the drill
string was initially proposed in 1948 by Sun Oil Company, who
also performed the first field test to measure the acoustic attenuation of the drill string [11]. Systematic analysis of acoustic
wave propagation in the drill string was carried out by Barnes
and Kirkwood [5] and Drumheller [6]. Several patents were
later issued on devices based on this telemetry technique [11],
[12]. Pipe periodicity of the drill string structure introduces
important impacts for wave propagation. One such impact is
the pass bands and stop bands in the frequency spectrum.
The acoustic impedance mismatch in each interface causes
reflection to take place at that interface. The degree to which
they are reflected and transmitted is completely determined by
the impedance variation along the two media.
However, real drill strings are not homogeneous or exactly
periodic. The bottom-hole assembly contains elements of different dimensions and materials (for instance, some parts can
be made of rubber or aluminum) [13]. Drill pipes can be formed
of sections with different types of tool joints and may have
different lengths. In practice, the pipe body may not be exactly
uniform due to manufacturing tolerance and wear. There may
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be also different types of pipes for mass distribution per unit
length, often in the same drill string. However, the pipes, in
many cases, can be approximated as a periodic system of
individual elements each formed of an elongated body with the
pipe joints (tool joints) at its ends. Drumheller explained [14]
that the length of all joints is constant for different sections of
the pipe; however, there is considerable variation in the length
of pipes among different sections because the pipe length is not
accurately controlled during the manufacture of drill pipes. The
positions of pass bands and stop bands are decided by the pipe
length of the drill string. If a drill string is assembled using
two pipes with different lengths, the resultant response allows
waves with frequencies located in pass bands common to both
pipe lengths.
It is disclosed in [14] and [15] that the selection and
arrangement of downhole pipes plays a vital role in improving
the transmission efficiency of extensional waves transmitted
through the drill string for acoustic telemetry, particularly
in the high-frequency bands. The order in which the pipes
between the transmitter and the receiver are arranged has
a significant impact on minimizing the transmission loss
of signal energy from the transmitter to the receiver. If the
pipes are arranged either in ascending or descending order
based on their lengths, then peaks (or phase shifts) from the
individual pipe lengths are closer to each other, which increase
the resultant energy transfer. Pipes are arranged in ascending
(descending) order based on their lengths from the source
(downhole end) to the receiver (surface) for the ascend-only
(AO) [descend-only (DO)] pipe arrangement. Peaks in the
random pipe arrangements are away from each other, which
reduces the resultant peak amplitudes and energy transfer.
Random pipe arrangements spread the energy over a broad
band of frequencies; echoes dispersed the waves and diluted
the energy [14]. This is the reason for the selection of AO and
DO pipe arrangements by Drumheller [14], [15].
It is found from the tapered dual-plane compact electromagnetic band gap microstrip filter structure [16] that ascending
followed by the descending [ascend-then-descend (ATD)] arrangement exhibits wide and smooth pass band characteristics.
In this pipe arrangement, peaks (or phase shifts) from the
individual pipe lengths will be closer to one another as the pipes
are either ascended or descended. In order to find the optimal
pipe arrangement, in [17], four pipes with different lengths in
increasing values between 8.8683 and 9.3434 m are arranged in
all 24 possible permutations. The joint lengths are kept constant
as 0.4751 m in [17], and it is concluded that placing the shortest
and second shortest pipes at the downhole and surface ends
of the drill string gives the optimal energy transfer. Therefore,
ATD arrangement, one of the ordered pipe arrangements, which
has the shortest and second shortest pipes at the downhole and
surface ends of the drill string, is considered for analysis.
Another pipe arrangement, i.e., descending the pipes followed by ascending [descend-then-ascend (DTA)], is also considered for comparison. This pipe arrangement has smooth
transition in pipe lengths from the first pipe to the last pipe,
but it has the longest and second longest pipes at the downhole
and surface ends of the drill string. In this paper, four ordered
pipe arrangements, namely, AO, DTA, ATD, and DO, are con-

Fig. 1.

Idealized drill string geometry.

sidered. For illustrative purposes, five pipes of different lengths
(values of lengths in increasing order), which are numbered
as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, are arranged using AO by
“12345,” DTA by “53124,” ATD by “13542,” and DO by
“54321.” Pipes are arranged using these four ways starting from
the source (downhole) to the receiver (surface). It is stated in
[18] that signal attenuation is caused by various factors such as
type of pipes, type of formation, well configuration, and density
of the drilling fluid. Attenuation on drill string ranges between
4 and 7 dB/1000 ft for vertical to deviated wells under normal
conditions. Therefore, attenuation of 7 dB/1000 ft (0.023 dB/m)
is added in the finite-difference and transmission coefficient
simulations.
Memarzadeh [19] stated that the high intensity of acoustic
noise generated below 400 Hz prohibits the use of the first
two pass bands for reliable communication, and on the upper
end, 1800 Hz is the maximum acoustic frequency that can be
generated by the transmitter’s transducer. Therefore, energies
are evaluated at the end of the drill string for different length
drill strings from the frequency response found (third to sixth
pass bands) using the transmission coefficients by arranging the
pipes in the four ways considered. The study is extended up
to 180 pipes. Extensional waves, which are less dispersive, as
compared with bending and torsional waves [15], are selected
as a means for communicating information from downhole to
the surface.
II. D RILL S TRING ACOUSTIC C HANNEL
A. Finite-Difference Algorithm
The drill string can be seen as a slender elastic rod, which
consists of a number of segments. The idealized drill string
geometry is shown in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, each pipe segment has two types of elements—pipe and tool joint. The length
of the element is d, the mass density is ρ, the cross-sectional
area is a, and the velocity of the extensional waves is c.
The acoustic wave propagation in the drill string is analyzed
using the finite-difference algorithm [6], [17]. Assume that the
position along the drill string is denoted by x and that time is
denoted by t. The mass coordinate is defined as
x
ρ(ζ)a(ζ)dζ

m=
0

(1)
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TABLE I
D RILL S TRING PARAMETERS

Fig. 3. Transmission matrix method. (a) Two-port network. (b) Cascaded
connection of 2 two-port networks.

Fig. 2.

Frequency response of constant pipe length drill strings.

and the impedance z = ρac. The extensional wave equation can
be deduced as [6]


∂2u
∂
2 ∂u
=
z
.
(2)
∂t2
∂m
∂m
The wave equation (2) is discretized, and the finite-difference
algorithm can be obtained as
+ uj−1
=
uj+1
n
n

2Δrn+1/2
uj
Δrn+1/2 + Δrn−1/2 n+1
2Δrn−1/2
+
uj
Δrn+1/2 + Δrn−1/2 n−1

(3)

where ujn denotes the displacement field u(x, t) at position
x = xn and time t = jΔt, and n and j are the position
and the time, respectively, Δrn+1/2 denotes the string mass
between the nth and the (n + 1)th grids, being Δrn+1/2 =
ρn+1/2 an+1/2 Δxn+1/2 .
Drill string parameters are listed in Table I. Drill strings
consisting of 10 pipes (92 m), 50 pipes (458 m), and 100 pipes
(915 m) are considered. For each of the drill string, tool joints
are placed at the beginning and at the end of the drill string
and placed between the pipes. An impulse excitation signal of
time duration 30.87 μs is transmitted from the downhole, the
wave displacement at the receiver is found for constant length
10-, 50-, and 100-pipe drill strings using finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) algorithm, and the corresponding frequency
responses are plotted in Fig. 2. Signal attenuation of 7 dB/1000
ft is included in the simulations.
The values for ρ, a1 (area of pipe), a2 (area of joint), and c
listed in Table I are used for all the simulations (Figs. 2, 4,
and 5, Figs. 7(a) and (b)–9) in this paper. However, the values
of d (d1 is the length of pipe, and d2 is the length of joint) in

Table I are only used for Figs. 2 and 4. The values of d for the
other figures are given in the following sections.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that the finite-difference simulations
produce the familiar comb-filter-like channel response [6] expected for acoustic transmission along a metallic drill string
with tool joints. The stop bands and pass bands result from
destructive or constructive interference of reflected waves at
different frequencies. Fig. 2 considers only segments of equal
lengths. The drill string structure with N segments produces N
spikes. In a drill string with 11 tool joints and 10 pipes, there
are ten frequencies within the interior of each pass band, for
which an integer number of half-wavelengths will fit into the
total length of the string [6]. Resonances occur at each of these
frequencies and manifest themselves as an individual spike in
the pass band. As the length of the drill string increases, e.g.,
915 m, for 100 pipes, spikes disappear in the smooth spectrum
due to limited time window [6].
It is clear from Fig. 2 that the attenuation increases with the
length and that the pass bands narrow. However, the positions
of pass bands and stop bands are unchanged as the pass band
beginnings (first peak) and stop bands/troughs in the pass band
occur for d1 = multiples of λ/2 and d1 = multiples of λ/4,
respectively. However, in practical operations, the lengths of the
pipes are not constant, as mentioned in the introduction. If these
variable pipe lengths are assembled for a drill string, the energy
in the pass bands, particularly higher pass bands, is totally lost.
To study the frequency responses of the variable length long
drill strings, the transmission matrix method, which gives more
precise and accurate results [20], [21], is included next.
B. Transmission Matrix Method
As shown in Fig. 1, the drill string is the structure of
cascading joints and pipes alternatively. This is equivalent to
the connection of cascaded two-port networks. Therefore, it is
convenient to define a 2 × 2 transmission, or an ABCD matrix,
for each element or two-port network. The ABCD matrix of
the cascade connection of two or more two-port networks can
be easily found by multiplying the ABCD matrices of the
individual two-port networks [22]. The voltages and currents
on either side of the two-port network, as shown in Fig. 3(a), is
related by
V1 = AV2 + BI2
I1 = CV2 + DI2

(4)
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or in matrix form as
  
A
V1
=
C
I1

B
D




V2
.
I2

(5)

The transmission matrix for the lossy transmission line with the
characteristic impedance Z0 and length l is defined as
 
  
cosh(γl)
Z0 sinh(γl)
V2
V1
=
(6)
I1
cosh(γl)
I2
sinh(γl)/Z0
where γ = α + jβ is the complex propagation constant, α is
the attenuation factor in nepers per meter, and β = 2π/λ is the
(real) propagation constant. Signal attenuation of 7 dB/1000 ft
is converted into nepers per meter and is used as α in calculations. The relationship between the voltages and currents on
either side of the cascaded connection of 2 two-port networks
in Fig. 3(b) is given by

 
  
A1 B1
A2 B2
V3
V1
=
I1
C1 D1
C2 D2
I3

 
 
A B
V3
V
=
= M1 M2 3
(7)
C D
I3
I3
where the transmission matrix, i.e., M , of the cascaded connection of the two networks is equal to the product of the
transmission matrices, i.e., M1 and M2 , of the individual twoport networks. The transmission matrix of the tool joint (pipe),
i.e., Mj (Mp ), having the length d2 m (d1 m) and impedance
Zj = ρa2 c (Zp = ρa1 c) is defined by


Zj sinh(γd2 )
cosh(γd2 )
Mj = 1
Zj sinh(γd2 ) cosh(γd2 )


Zp sinh(γd1 )
cosh(γd1 )
Mp = 1
.
(8)
cosh(γd1 )
Zp sinh(γd1 )
As stated in Section II-A, tool joints are placed at the beginning
and at the end of the drill string and placed between the pipes.
The 2 × 2 transmission matrix for the variable length drill string
with N pipes is calculated by
M = M j Mp1 Mj Mp2 . . . Mj MpN Mj

(9)

where Mp1 , Mp2 , . . . , MpN are the transmission matrices of
the pipes with lengths d11 , d12 , . . . , d1N respectively. The pipes
(as well as the corresponding segments) are arranged from
downhole to the surface end, and the transmission matrix
is calculated accordingly. For convenience, the characteristic
impedance of the drill string is set to the impedance Zj of the
joint pipe, yielding that all reflections are concentrated at the
ends of the joints [23]. The transmission coefficient, i.e., S21 or
T , of the drill string is calculated using the transmission matrix
found from (9), i.e.,
T =

2
A + B/Zj + CZj + D

(10)

where Zj is the characteristic impedance of the drill string.

Fig. 4. Frequency response for the nine-pipe drill string using FDTD and
transmission matrix methods.

III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. FDTD and Transmission Matrix Response
The drill string parameters, which are given in Table I, are
used to calculate the frequency responses for the drill string
with nine pipes and ten tool joints, from FDTD and from transmission matrix using (3) and (10), respectively. Fig. 4 (subplots
1 and 2) shows the drill string response using the numerical
(FDTD) and analytical (transmission matrix) methods for the
first six pass bands and in the fourth pass band, respectively.
Signal attenuation of 7 dB/1000 ft is not included in Fig. 4.
As shown in Fig. 4, both methods have provided the combfilter response and match well with each other. However, the
spectrum obtained from the transmission matrix method is
smooth and gives maximum gain (complete transmission) [20],
as shown in Fig. 4 (subplot 2), at the peaks at around 935.5 and
946.5 Hz. FDTD is a numerical method, which calculates the
displacement in discrete points and needs fast Fourier transform
to find the frequency response from the impulse response. For
the discretization, FDTD requires the ratio [6]
R=

n1
d1 /c
=
d2 /c
n2

(11)

where d1 and d2 are the pipe and tool joint lengths in meters,
respectively; c is the wave speed in meters per second; and n1
and n2 are the number of positions in the pipe and tool joint,
respectively. The time interval Δt is selected using [15],
d1 = n1 cΔt
d2 = n2 cΔt.

(12)

Pipes and tool joints use the equal position interval Δx.
In Section II-A, the value of Δt = 30.87 μs resulting, d1
(9.1851 m) has 58 positions, d2 (tool joint) has three positions,
and Δx = 0.1584 m. This restricts the difference between the
two successive pipe lengths as 0.1584 m. Therefore, only few
pipe lengths, which are multiples of 0.1584 m, can be selected
within the practical pipe length range (8.8–10 m) and used
for simulations. In practical drilling conditions, the drill string
length is longer than 1 km; pipes are closer in length than
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0.1584 m. It is necessary to consider more number of pipes with
less deviation in length to find the optimal pipe arrangement.
The minimum possible length difference of 0.1584 m is used in
the finite-difference algorithm for Figs. 2 and 4. If this length
difference is further reduced to include more pipes with length
differences as low as 0.01 m by reducing Δt, then FDTD
needs to work for more grids and introduces memory problems
during simulations. FDTD’s frequency resolution is limited
to the sampling time, compared with the transmission matrix
method. Moreover, the transmission matrix method is simple
and produces more precise response [20], [21]. Therefore, it is
used for further analysis to find the optimal pipe arrangement
using more pipes; random pipe lengths with mean, i.e., μ, of
9.45 m and standard deviation, i.e., σ, of 0.16 m are considered
to match with practical drill pipe lengths [15], [24]; tool joint
length is fixed as 0.5 m.
As ordering these pipes improves the energy performance
and decreases the attenuation, four different ordered pipe arrangements are considered. The AO and DO pipe arrangements
are included for analyzing the energy performance of the drill
string using more pipes. Ascending the pipes followed by
descending (ATD) arrangement satisfies both the conditions
required for the higher energy transfer, ordering the pipes based
on their length, placing the shortest and second shortest pipes
at the downhole and surface ends of the drill string. Therefore,
the ATD arrangement is included for analysis. Another pipe
arrangement, i.e., descending the pipes followed by ascending
(DTA) is also considered for comparison. DTA pipe arrangement has smooth transition in pipe lengths from the first pipe
to the last pipe, but it has the longest and second longest
pipes at the downhole and surface ends of the drill string. The
pipe arrangements AO, DTA, ATD, and DO are compared for
20-pipe drill string,and the frequency responses in the fourth
pass band for different arrangements are analyzed next.
B. Pass Band Response for Different Pipe Arrangements
Pipes are arranged in ascending (descending) order from
shortest (longest) to longest (shortest) for AO and DO pipe
arrangements. For the DTA and ATD pipe arrangements, pipes
are ordered based on the length; then, odd and even numbers of
pipes are found. Even (odd) numbers of pipes are arranged in
descending (ascending) order for half of the drill string length;
then, odd (even) numbers of pipes are arranged in ascending
(descending) order until the end of the drill string length for
DTA (ATD) pipe arrangement. Fig. 5 shows the frequency
response of the 20-pipe drill string in the fourth pass band using
the AO, DTA, ATD, and DO pipe arrangements, respectively.
It is clear from Fig. 5 that the AO and DO pipe arrangements
have given the same pass band response. This is because the
drill string is a passive network. Fig. 6 shows the drill string
with two pipes (pipe 1 and pipe 2) interconnected by joints.
Fig. 6 is included to show that the drill string is the interconnection of joint and pipe impedances. As shown in Fig. 6,
extensional waves are transmitted from the source (downhole
end) through the drill string and received across the load
(surface). For the AO pipe arrangement, the pipes are connected
from shortest to longest from the source to the receiver. By
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Fig. 5. Frequency response of the 20-pipe drill string in the fourth pass band.

Fig. 6. Two-pipe drill string as an interconnection of two impedances.

interchanging the source and the receiver, the DO arrangement
is obtained. As the drill string is a reciprocal network, the same
response is obtained from the AO and DO pipe arrangements.
It is interesting to see from Fig. 6 that the ATD pipe arrangement has the higher and the wider pass band response,
as compared with the other pipe arrangements. This is because
of the relatively smooth transition in phase shifts from one pipe
to another, and it also has the shortest and second shortest pipes
at the downhole and surface ends of the drill string. In this arrangement, the impedance seen from the beginning and the end
of the drill string is comparable, and both sides experience similar phase shifts, which makes the drill string to behave as the
matched element between the input and output sides of the drill
string. The response of the DTA pipe arrangement shows that it
has the least and narrow pass band response, as compared with
the other pipe arrangements. Although DTA has the ordered
arrangement of pipes, the placement of the longest and second
longest pipes at the downhole and surface ends of the drill string
narrows the pass bandwidth and reduces the gain. AO and DO
pipe arrangements produce higher gain, followed by the ATD
pipe arrangement. As AO and DO pipe arrangements provide
the same response, AO, DTA, and ATD pipe arrangements are
considered for 20-, 40-, 80-, and 180-pipe drill strings; normalized received energy per subcarrier in the pass band is calculated and compared to find the optimal pipe arrangement next.
C. Optimal Pipe Arrangement
Fig. 7(a) shows the pipe length distributions for the three
considered pipe arrangements. Random string of pipe lengths
generated from MATLAB is included in Fig. 7(a) (subplots 3
and 4) for 80- and 180-pipe drill strings, respectively, denoted
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TABLE II
N ORMALIZED R ECEIVED E NERGY PER S UBCARRIER IN P ERCENT

Fig. 7. (a) Pipe length distribution for 20-, 40-, 80- and 180-pipe drill strings.
(b) Energy in decibels versus pass band comparison for different pipe drill strings.

by R in the legend in Fig. 7(a) and (b). As shown in Fig. 7(a),
20, 40, 60, and 180 pipes are arranged in AO, DTA, and ATD
orders; and transmission coefficients are calculated for all the
pipe arrangements using (9). Legend in subplot 3 is applicable
to all the subplots in Fig. 7(a). Normalized received energy
per subcarrier, i.e., ER,n , in decibels is calculated from the
transmission coefficients using


ETx
Δ i |Ti |2
 2 = Mean
ER,n =
=
|Ti |2
EI
Δ i Si
i
ER,n (dB) = 10 log10 (ER,n )
(13)
where i ranges the frequencies from the beginning to the ending
of the pass band, Δ is the difference between the two adjacent
frequencies (bandwidth) considered, and Δ = 1 Hz is used in
simulations; ETx is the transmitted energy in the pass band, EI
is the input energy for the pass band, |Ti | is the transmission
coefficient in the ith frequency, and Si is the incident signal
strength. Incident signal strength of unit amplitude is used in
simulations. ER,n (dB) values are evaluated at the end of the
drill string for single measurement, where the drilling lengths
are known in advance.

1) Single Measurements: Fig. 7(b) (subplots 1–4) shows the
ER,n (dB) values from the third to sixth pass bands for 20-, 40-,
80-, and 180-pipe drill strings, respectively. It is clear from
Fig. 7(b) that the trend of the energy transfers gives comparable
performances for different pipe arrangements from the third
to sixth pass bands. The difference in the transferred energy
is slightly higher in the fifth and sixth pass bands for different pipe arrangements. The ATD and AO pipe arrangements
have more efficient energy transfer than the DTA and R pipe
arrangements. The ATD pipe arrangement consistently gives
around 1–4 and 3–7 dB higher energy than the AO and DTA
pipe arrangements, respectively. The energy difference between
different pipe arrangements increases with the length of the
drill string, particularly at the higher pass bands. As shown
in Fig. 7(b), for 20-pipe drill string, in the fifth pass band,
the ATD pipe arrangement has 2.2 and 4.3 dB higher energy
transfer than the AO and DTA pipe arrangements, respectively.
However, for 180-pipe drill string, in the fifth pass band,
the ATD pipe arrangement has 3.2, 7.3, and 58.5 dB higher
energy transfer than the AO, DTA, and R pipe arrangements,
respectively.
Random arrangement of drill pipes, i.e., R, gives poor
performance, particularly at the higher pass bands. Although
the process for arranging the pipes is time consuming, the
enhancement in energy, particularly in the higher pass bands, is
significant, as shown in Fig. 7(b) (subplots 3 and 4). The ATD
pipe arrangement has higher energy transfer compared with
the R arrangement of around 4.5, 13.8, 31.2, and 40.5 dB for
80-pipe drill string, and differences increase to around 7.4, 24.9,
58.5, and 92.4 dB for 180-pipe drill strings in the third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth pass bands, respectively. Therefore, this paper
recommends the use of ordered pipe arrangements compared
with the random connection of pipes. Preprocessing of the pipes
by labeling them based on the varying lengths the day before
will speed up the drilling process. The use of pipe arrangements
enhances the energy transfer in the third to sixth pass bands,
thereby increasing the usable bandwidth for data transmission.
The increased data rate increases the efficiency of the drilling
process.
Table II shows the normalized received energy per subcarrier
in percent ER,n (%) from the third to sixth pass bands using
the three pipe arrangements for the drill strings considered. It
is clear from Table II that the ATD pipe arrangement has more
efficient energy transfer around 100% of the maximum value
than the other pipe arrangements in the four pass bands (third to
sixth) considered. For 180-pipe drill string, the R pipe arrangement transfers the least energy, around 16% of the maximum
value, and the AO and DTA pipe arrangements transfer around
71% and 52% of the maximum value, respectively.
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Although all the three pipe arrangements considered have
smooth transition in the pipe lengths, the placement of the
shortest and second shortest pipes at the beginning (downhole
end) and at the end (surface) widens the pass band and increases energy transfer for ATD pipe arrangement. The ATD
pipe arrangement has the higher energy transfer at all the pass
bands for the considered drill strings. The AO pipe arrangement
closely follows this pipe arrangement. The impedance matching
at the two ends of the drill string enhances the energy transfer
of the ATD pipe arrangement compared with the AO pipe
arrangement. For the ATD pipe arrangement, impedance and
phase shifts seen from the beginning and the end of the drill
string are almost the same. This makes the drill string behave
like an impedance-matched element between the acoustic transmitter and receiver. Although, for the DTA pipe arrangement,
the impedance at the two ends of the drill string is matched,
the placement of the longest and second longest pipes at the
downhole and surface ends of the drill string reduces the energy
performance of this arrangement less than it does for the ATD
and AO pipe arrangements.
It is assumed in [10] that acoustic telemetry can tolerate a
total loss of −50 dB in signal strength from the transmitter to
the surface receiver. It is also assumed in [10] that, for a more
severe loss of −60 dB, acoustic telemetry can still work at a
reduced data rate. For 80-pipe drill string, loss in signal strength
is still above −50 dB at the third, fourth, and fifth pass bands
if the AO and ATD pipe arrangements are used. It is clear from
Fig. 7(b) that the use of the ATD pipe arrangement enhances energy in the sixth pass band around −60 dB and makes that pass
band usable for 80-pipe drill string. For 180-pipe drill string, the
ATD pipe arrangement enhances energy in the third pass band
around −60 dB and makes that pass band usable. Although the
ATD pipe arrangement consistently gives higher energy than
the R and other two ordered pipe arrangements, the other pass
bands have lower gain less than −60 dB. In such situations,
increasing the input gain or the use of repeaters may be helpful.
ATD pipe arrangement provides optimal performance for
drill strings having pipe lengths with μ = 9.45 m and σ =
0.16 m. In order to check the energy performance for other
randomized drill strings, new pipes having σ = 0.16 m [another
randomized string, which is different from the one shown in
Fig. 7(a) and (b)] and σ = 0.18 m lengths are selected. The
value of μ is kept constant as 9.45 m. Fig. 8 (subplots 1 and 2)
shows the energy in decibels versus pass band comparison with
pipe lengths having σ = 0.16 m and σ = 0.18 m for 80- and
180-pipe drill strings, respectively. It is clear from Fig. 8 that
for 80- and 180-pipe drill strings with pipe lengths having
σ = 0.16 m, the energy enhancement is seen for the ATD pipe
arrangement from the third to sixth pass bands. The ATD pipe
arrangement provides higher energy transfer around 2 dB, 3 dB
in the sixth pass band, compared with AO pipe arrangement
for 80- and 180-pipe drill strings when σ = 0.16 m. The trend
of energy transfer is similar for different pipe arrangements,
and energy enhancement is still there for ATD arrangement
in Fig. 8, if σ = 0.18 m is used for pipe length generations.
However, for 80-pipe drill string, having pipe lengths with σ =
0.18 m, as shown in Fig. 8 (subplot 2), energy in the sixth pass
band reduces for all the pipe arrangements less than −60 dB.
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Fig. 8. Energy in decibels versus pass band comparison for 80- and 180-pipe
drill strings with pipe lengths having σ = 0.16 m and σ = 0.18 m.

It is concluded from Fig. 8 that the optimal energy performance is provided by the ATD pipe arrangement for drill strings
having pipe lengths with μ = 9.45 m and σ ≤ 0.16 m in the
third to sixth pass bands and with μ = 9.45 m and σ ≤ 0.18 m
in the third to fifth pass bands for 80-pipe drill string. Increasing
the length deviations higher than 0.16 m reduces the usable
energy in the sixth pass band less than −60 dB for 80-pipe
drill string. In these situations, the third to fifth pass bands are
usable, where the ATD pipe arrangement provides higher energy transfer compared with the other three pipe arrangements
considered. The same analysis is applicable for 180-pipe drill
string, except that the amount of energy transfer is lower than
−60 dB in the fourth to sixth pass bands.
Energy comparisons in Figs. 7(b) and 8 are plotted for single
measurement. However, the number of drill pipes used is not
known in advance while drilling. In practical situations, it is
necessary to vary the drill string length based on the oil’s
location by adding more pipes. For example, the 80-pipe drill
string described earlier in Fig. 7(a) and (b) (subplot 3) uses one
set of 80 pipes, and to include other set of 80 pipes (another
random string of 80 pipes with μ = 9.45 and σ = 0.16), ATD
and AO pipe arrangements are repeated for analysis. These two
pipe arrangements are selected as they provide better energy
performances in the four pipe arrangements considered for
single measurement. The two pipe arrangements, i.e., two sets
of AO (2xAO) and two sets of ATD (2xATD), are analyzed for
multiple measurements next.
2) Multiple Measurements: AO and ATD pipe arrangements
are repeated using two sets of random strings of 80 pipes with
μ = 9.45 and σ = 0.16, as shown in Fig. 9 (subplot 1). The
2xATD pipe arrangement looks like up–down reversed “W”
shape. Energies are compared after 80 pipes (first measurement) and after 160 pipes (second measurement), as shown in
Fig. 7(b) (subplot 3) and Fig. 9 (subplot 2), respectively, from
the third to sixth pass bands for the two pipe arrangements
considered. As shown in Fig. 7(b) (subplot 3), ER,n (dB)
values after 80 pipes show that the ATD pipe arrangement
gives 100%, whereas the AO pipe arrangement gives 70.2%
energy transfer from the third to the sixth pass bands. Energy
performance after 160 pipes in Fig. 9 (subplot 2) shows that
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The use of ATD pipe arrangement consistently increases the
energy transfer in the pass bands considered for single measurement. For 180-pipe drill string, the proposed pipe arrangement
has 29% higher energy transfer (third to sixth pass bands)
than the AO pipe arrangement (existed better pipe arrangement
[14], [15]). The nxATD pipe arrangement is recommended in
situations for multiple measurements if pipes are distributed in
sets. For the case of two-way communication, both ATD and
nxATD pipe arrangements exhibit maximum or near-maximum
energy transfer compared with the other pipe arrangements
considered. Therefore, ATD and nxATD pipe arrangements
are recommended as best possible telemetry performance pipe
arrangements in terms of optimal acoustic energy transfer for
not only one-way but also two-way acoustic communication.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Fig. 9. (Subplot 1) Pipe length distribution for 160-pipe drill string.
(Subplot 2) Energy in decibels versus pass band comparison for 160-pipe drill
string. Two sets of 80 pipes are used for 160-pipe drill string.

the 2xAO pipe arrangement gives 70% energy transfer, whereas
the 2xATD pipe arrangement has 100% energy transfer. The
ATD pipe arrangement has higher energy transfer around 1.3,
2.1, 3.2, and 3.2 dB after 160 pipes in the third to sixth
pass bands, respectively, than the AO pipe arrangement. As
repeating the ATD pipe arrangement gives optimal performance
for the measurements taken at the two points, after 80 and
160 pipes, the nxATD pipe arrangement is recommended for
multiple measurements if the pipes come in sets.
For the case of two-way communication, the ATD and
nxATD pipe arrangements exhibit maximum or near-maximum
energy transfer compared with the other pipe arrangements
considered. As shown in Figs. 7–9, the AO (nxAO) pipe arrangement, which is the closer competent for the ATD (nxATD)
pipe arrangement, always gives 1–4 dB less energy per subcarrier in the pass bands considered. Therefore, the ATD and
nxATD pipe arrangements are recommended as the optimal
pipe arrangements to produce the best possible telemetry performance in terms of optimal acoustic energy transfer via oneand two-way acoustic communications for single and multiple
measurements, respectively.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Acoustic wave propagation in the downhole drill string geometry has been studied using the finite-difference algorithm
and transmission coefficients. The resultant transfer function
using the transmission coefficient simulations produces identical results similar to the finite-difference simulations. It is observed that the addition of segments increases the attenuation of
the transmitted acoustic wave. If the pipe lengths have slight deviations, then arranging them based on the lengths improves the
energy transfers. Four different pipe arrangements, which have
smooth transitions in pipe lengths, namely, AO, DTA, ATD,
and DO, are considered. Reciprocal nature of the drill string
is tested and proved by providing same responses for AO and
DO pipe arrangements. Normalized received energies per subcarrier ER,n in the pass bands are calculated and compared for
different length drill strings using the transmission coefficients.
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